Abstract-A 1920 1080 160 object viewpoint recognition system-on-chip (SoC) is presented in this paper. The SoC design is dedicated to wearable vision applications, and we address several crucial issues including the low recognition accuracy due to the use of low resolution images and dramatic changes in object viewpoints, and the high power consumption caused by the complex computations in existing computer vision object recognition systems. The human-centered design (HCD) mechanism is proposed in order to maintain a high recognition rate in difficult situations. To overcome the degradation of accuracy when dramatic changes to the object viewpoint occur, the object viewpoint prediction (OVP) engine in the HCD provides 160 object viewpoint invariance by synthesizing various object poses from predicted object viewpoints. To achieve low power consumption, the visual vocabulary processor (VVP), which is based on bag-of-words (BoW) matching algorithm, is used to advance the matching stage from the feature-level to the object-level and results in a 97% reduction in the required memory bandwidth compared to previous recognition systems. Moreover, the matching efficiency of the VVP enables the system to support real-time full HD (1920 1080) processing, thereby improving the recognition rate for detecting a traffic light at a distance of 50 m to 95% compared to the 29% recognition rate for VGA (640 480) processing. The real-time 1920 1080 visual recognition chip is realized on a 6.38 mm die with 65 nm CMOS technology. It achieves an average recognition rate of 94%, a power efficiency of 1.18 TOPS/W, and an area efficiency of 25.9 GOPS/mm while only dissipating 52 mW at 1.0 V.
robotic vision, interactive gaming, and wearable vision. Wearable vision, which can be used in augmented reality applications and electronic aids for the visually impaired, is one of the applications of computer vision technologies with great potential for assisting people in the future. In these applications, object recognition is a fundamental technology that is necessary to perceive objects and to establish the spatial relationship among detected objects. In general, an object recognition system contains two basic stages: feature extraction and feature matching. For feature extraction, the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [1] is widely used due to its scale, rotation and illumination invariance. However, extracting SIFT features is very time-consuming even for a VGA image [2] . During the feature matching stage, each extracted feature in the video frame requires a search of its nearest neighbors among a great number of object features stored in a database. Such frequent memory access results in degradation of the performance and high power consumption for the entire system. Because both stages of object recognition require considerable computational resources, it is difficult to realize a real-time object recognition system using modern PCs.
Many studies have been conducted with the aim of reducing the processing time of object recognition. In [3] , SIFT feature extraction for a 320 240 video was accelerated by operating eight processors in parallel. Massively parallel single instruction multiple data (SIMD) processors were utilized to generate feature descriptors and to match these descriptors with those in a database [4] , [5] . Through a tile-based approach, SIMD processors were further doubled to 16 processors to achieve a processing rate of 30 frame per second (fps) using VGA images [6] . In [7] [8] [9] , FPGA implementations for object recognition were proposed. The systems proposed in [7] and [9] can achieve real-time object recognition performance with VGA video input. Recently, human-like top-down feedback attention was adopted in [10] to reduce the computational complexity of the object recognition process.
However, the crucial issues of reliability and usability have prevented the existing recognition systems from being widely adopted in wearable or other portable vision applications. The main limitations can be summarized as follows. First, there is poor recognition accuracy under large changes in the object viewpoint. In [11] , local feature descriptors utilized in previous studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] were found to have a tolerance of 50 for changes in the object viewpoint, which was the highest of all tested descriptors. Because of this limitation, the results of ob- ject recognition can become unreliable. Second, low resolution inputs can cause difficulties in detecting small objects or objects at a distance. Due to the high computational cost for object recognition, previous studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] have aimed to recognize objects using low resolution video inputs, for example QVGA or VGA. Unfortunately, low resolution images are unable to provide enough detail to detect distant or small-sized objects. Third, there is typically a high power consumption due to the complex computational requirements of object recognition, especially the frequent memory accessing in the feature matching stage. The feature matching stage that performs highly frequent memory accessing is not only the performance bottleneck of the whole system but also consumes such a large amount of power. This situation becomes more serious when matching input features using a huge database containing millions of features. Despite focusing on the processing of QVGA or VGA resolution video inputs to avoid the high computation cost and power consumption, previous systems [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] still work for no longer than 8.8 h when supplied by a lithium battery.
To address the fundamental problems involved in object recognition, as mentioned above, we propose a full HD 160 (80 for one side) object viewpoint recognition SoC for wearable vision applications as shown in Fig. 1 [12] . To improve the recognition accuracy in challenging environments and to achieve low power consumption for practical use, three novel characteristics are introduced in our system. First, the human-centered design (HCD) engine is proposed, which allows a 160 variation in the viewpoint of objects even with severe camera shake. The HCD engine contains a camera motion stabilization (CMS) module and an object view point prediction (OVP) module. Through stabilizing the input video and synthesizing predicted pose candidates of an object, the viewpoint variation tolerance is significantly enhanced to 160 (80 for each side) without requiring extra images to be fed into the database. Second, to recognize distant or small-sized objects, a visual recognition system is designed for processing full HD videos at 30 fps. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the traffic light, which is about 50 m from the camera, occupies a small area in the VGA resolution image. As the result in Fig. 2(b) illustrates, a higher resolution leads to better performance in recognizing an object that is 50 m away. In this figure, the recognition rate is defined as the number of correctly detected target objects with respect to the total number of target objects that are present in the video. Nevertheless, processing video input with larger resolution leads to a larger number of extracted features. This result causes higher power consumption when matching numerous features and requires frequent memory access. To solve this problem, a visual vocabulary processor (VVP) has been designed to reduce the number of times memory must be accessed during feature matching. We have advanced the matching process from feature-level to object-level via the VVP. The VVP utilizes a bag-of-words (BoW) [13] , [14] representation and a vocabulary tree [15] to characterize an object as an object histogram. Instead of applying feature matching, which results in millions of memory fetching operations, VVP compares the histogram only once to recognize an object. As a result, the power consumption is greatly reduced. The proposed visual recognition SoC, which incorporates the above three distinguishing characteristics, is highly accurate, efficient, and has a low power consumption that makes it suitable for wearable vision applications. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the algorithm of the visual recognition system. Section III illustrates the system architecture and detailed designs of each proposed module. The VLSI implementation of the proposed work and validation results are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the work. Fig. 1 shows the system flow of the proposed visual recognition SoC. Once every 30 frames, the system runs full-frame feature-level matching based on traditional object recognition approaches. This is called the fine-grained object recognition stage in this paper. In the subsequent 29 frames, object-level matching is performed to accelerate the matching stage, and this is referred to as the coarse-grained object tracking stage. During the fine-grained object recognition stage traditional full-frame recognition and matching is used to process the first frame of each 30 frames. First, the input frame is processed using a feature extraction method to generate features. In this work, the SIFT descriptor is employed to extract the local features of objects due to its invariance with respect to changes in scale, rotation, and illumination. The feature extraction step is divided into two phases: key-point detection and feature description. Key-point detection involves the scale-space extraction of extrema and is followed by the feature description step. The feature description step produces a descriptor of the detected key-points as 128-D feature vectors. After that, the generated features are processed by the feature matching stage that identifies matching pairs of features. Next, the generalize Hough transform (GHT) [16] is adopted to generate an initial region of interest (ROI) for each detected object. The GHT algorithm is a classic feature-level object recognition method that groups features corresponding to the same poses of an object. Each object in the database has a hash table that quantizes the object pose space by the values of four attributes, which are the -and -coordinates, the scale, and the rotation. The pose space is utilized to approximate a six degree-of-freedom (DoF) pose space for a 3-D object in the real world. After this step, initial ROIs representing the detected target objects are generated.
II. ALGORITHM

A. System Flow
As the subsequent 29 frames are processed in the coarse-grained object tracking stage, the generated ROIs of the target objects are tracked from image to image. Two novel and innovative techniques are proposed to improve both the accuracy and efficiency of the system. The human-centered design mechanism is employed during the preprocessing stage to maintain a high recognition rate in challenging environments. Visual vocabulary recognition is performed to advance the matching stage from feature-level to object-level for faster object matching. More detailed illustrations of the two functions will be presented in the following subsections.
B. Human-Centered Design Mechanism
Compared to previous recognition platforms that focus simply on the processing speed, the proposed system aims to achieve not only efficiency but also high accuracy in challenging environments. To prevent degradation in recognition performance due to severe camera shake and dramatic changes in the object viewpoint, a human-centered design mechanism is proposed for the preprocessing stage. The mechanism consists of three stages: camera stabilization, attention tracking, and object viewpoint prediction.
The camera stabilization stage is designed to maintain high accuracy when the wearable device suffers from unwanted camera motion. As mentioned before, all frames except for the first frame of every 30 frames are processed in the coarse-grained object tracking stage. Ideally, the new ROIs for the detected target objects can be predicted according to their historical movements. For a mobile wearable device, however, dramatic global motion can be caused by severe camera shake. This unwanted camera motion results in a degradation of the tracking accuracy of the ROIs, especially the ROIs associated with moving objects. To address this problem, the main idea of the camera stabilization mechanism is to gather statistics describing the global camera motion for each frame. The information about the global camera motion is sent to the attention tracking stage. The attention tracking stage would then remove the global camera motion from the overall motion, which would leave only the local object motion from which accurate individual object movements can be captured. By statistically analyzing the displacements of the same features between two consecutive frames, the global camera motion of the mobile device can be estimated. However, the matching of corresponding features between two neighboring frames causes a huge amount of memory accessing operations and requires a large memory space. We have observed that the global camera motion is equivalent to the motion of a static object between two frames. Motivated by this, after an object with the same displacement as the global camera motion is found, this object is selected and referred to as the "static object." In this way, it is only necessary to calculate the motion displacements of the static object, and the global camera motion can be obtained. This avoids large amounts of matching of corresponding features between neighboring frames.
The attention tracking stage aims to trace the ROI for each detected object over the subsequent 29 frames. The detection strategy in the coarse-grained object tracking stage greatly reduces the computational requirements for feature extraction and matching from processing of the entire frame to processing of only a few ROIs of the detected objects. In the coarse-grained object tracking stage, the attention tracking step predicts the new position of each ROI according to its historical movements. An accurate historical movement can be calculated by removing the global camera motion from the combined global and local motions. To accurately detect the exact position of the new ROI in the next frame, a search region around the predicted center of the new ROI is created. The attention tracking mechanism continuously records the movements of each ROI during the coarse-grained object tracking stage.
The object viewpoint prediction mechanism is employed to provide a 160 viewpoint invariance with respect to the orientation of the object. For wearable vision applications, the camera may change its orientation due to the user turning their head. In addition, the direction of movement or speed of detected target objects may also change. The above two cases would result in a dramatic change to the object viewpoint, which is a principal factor that causes a degradation in the recognition performance of the entire system. The main idea of the proposed object viewpoint prediction mechanism is to estimate the possible object poses in the next frame and synthesize images of these object poses in advance to maintain a high feature matching success rate. Based on information about the global camera motion and individual object motions obtained during the previous stages, the object viewpoint prediction mechanism estimates viewpoint parameters and predicts the possible poses of each object. In our work, a database containing 150 object images is utilized. The 150 images contain images of 50 objects from three different viewpoints (front on, 80 to the left, 80 to the right). For each frame, the object viewpoint prediction mechanism synthesizes five images, which contain the most likely images of the object pose that will appear next. For example, if the possible object viewpoint is estimated as right 30 , then the synthesized viewpoints of the object poses will be right 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 , which cover a 50 range of viewpoints. The viewpoint range can be adaptively altered from 50 and to maximum of 160 (from left 80 to right 80 ) depending on the viewpoint change rate of the object across consecutive frames. Then, after the object viewpoint prediction step, the SIFT feature extraction is performed. Fig. 3 presents the recognition rate improved by the object viewpoint prediction mechanism under various object viewpoint changes. In this paper, the recognition rate is defined as the number of correctly detected ROIs with respect to the number of golden ROIs that should exist in the image. From Fig. 3 , we can see that a recognition accuracy greater than 94% is achieved even when the viewpoint of the object pose changes dramatically to 80 .
In order to measure the recognition rate improved by the use of high resolution video input and the human-centered design mechanism, we compared our methods with other approaches. Fig. 4 presents the recall-precision curve for detecting an object at 30 m with an 40 change in the object viewpoint. Our proposed approach, denoted as "full ", adds the human-centered design mechanism as the preprocessing stage of the entire system for full HD resolution input. As to the method "full HD", it only performs full-frame object recognition for each frame of the full HD resolution video without utilizing the human-centered design mechanism. The approach "VGA" only processes full-frame recognition for each frame in the VGA resolution input. The recall has the same definition with the recognition rate utilized in this work. The precision is the rate of the number of correctly detected ROIs with respect to the number of detected ROIs in the video. The proposed method outperforms the others, resulting in the highest absolute recall and the highest precision at virtually all values of recall. On the contrary, "full HD" has degradation of accuracy owning to the large change in the object viewpoint. "VGA" is tested with the worst recognition performance because the low resolution video is unable to provide enough features for detecting distant or small-sized objects.
C. Visual Vocabulary Recognition
Visual vocabulary recognition is employed to accelerate the speed of the matching stage, which is the performance bottleneck of most object recognition systems. The main idea of the visual vocabulary recognition approach is to advance the matching stage from feature-level to object-level, which greatly reduces the memory bandwidth required for the matching operations. In conventional object matching methods, it is intuitive to recognize an object by comparing the similarity of features extracted from the input video frame with features stored in a database. For a full HD resolution video sequence, thousands of features are extracted from one input frame. To search for the nearest neighbor of the input features in a database that stores 91 K features, nearly millions of feature comparisons have to be executed for one input feature. Such a high memory access rate severely degrades system performance and causes high power consumption. To cope with this problem, the visual vocabulary recognition mechanism, which is an object-level matching approach, is adopted in the proposed SoC. The coarse-grained object-level matching is performed based on a BoW object representation with a visual vocabulary tree.
Fig . 5 depicts the algorithm of the visual vocabulary recognition. In the training stage, the visual vocabulary tree is built to quantize the 128-D feature space by applying hierarchical K-Means clustering [17] algorithm. An example of a 3-level vocabulary tree is shown in Fig. 5 that illustrates the operations involved in visual vocabulary recognition. In this example, there are three divisions in each level, which means that each inner node has three child nodes. In the first level, all the features of objects stored in the database are classified into three clusters according to their positions in feature space. The centroid of each cluster then represents a visual word of the vocabulary tree and is described as a 128-D vector. This clustering process runs recursively until nine visual words are generated at the leaf level. Next, each feature of an object stored in the database is processed by comparing the Euclidean distance between the feature and the visual words in each level. Finally, each input feature of an object is matched to a visual word in the leaf level of the tree and votes to the bin associated with this visual word in the object histogram. By repeating this process, the voting results for an object form a 9-D histogram that is a new presentation of the object.
In the online object matching stage, all of the features extracted from the ROI of the detected object are compared to the nodes of the vocabulary tree. The generated histogram vector for each ROI is compared with histogram vectors stored in the database. Therefore, in the object matching stage, a histogram comparison for an object is only executed once instead of matching a huge number of features associated with one object. Fig. 6 depicts accuracy with respect to the number of levels of the binary tree. It can be observed that as the number of levels for a tree becomes higher than five, the recognition rate increases to more than 90%. Based on the tradeoff between the accuracy and hardware costs, a 6-level binary tree is implemented as the visual vocabulary tree in this work. III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Fig. 7 shows the overall block diagram of the proposed SoC. It is composed of a human-centered design (HCD) engine, feature extraction (FE) engine, visual vocabulary processor (VVP), and a feature matching processor (FMP). Based on the proposed system flow illustrated in Section II, the system operations can be divided into two parts: fine-grained object recognition (once every 30 frames) and coarse-grained object tracking (the subsequent 29 frames). In the fine-grained object recognition stage, the FE and FMP are performed to recognize the target objects. The FE is responsible for SIFT feature extraction. It contains two sub-modules: the key-point detection (KD) and feature description (FD) modules. Each pixel of the input frame is processed by the KD in order to search for scale-space extrema. After that, key-points are detected and sent to the FD to form SIFT features. The FMP performs conventional feature-level matching once every 30 frames. More detailed descriptions of the FE and FMP are given in the next subsection.
For the subsequent 29 frames handled during the coarse-grained object tracking stage, the HCD, FE, and VVP are executed to provide accurate and efficient object tracking. The HCD is responsible for the human-centered design stage. The HCD is the preprocessing stage of the system, and is composed of the camera motion stabilization (CMS), attention tracking (AT), and object viewpoint prediction (OVP) modules. The VVP is utilized to accelerate the object-level matching stage. In the proposed system, a dual-bus structure is employed for efficient data transmission. An image bus is employed for transmitting image data from the external memory. A feature bus is used to store or fetch features from the database. The whole system runs visual recognition processing for 1920 1080 resolution video input at 30 fps.
A. Feature Extraction (FE)
The FE engine realizes 128-D SIFT feature generation. It consists of the key-point detection (KD) module and the feature description (FD) module. To achieve high efficiency, both sub-modules are implemented with dedicated hardware for realtime SIFT feature generation. The KD module is responsible for the key-point detection stage in the SIFT algorithm. It implements functionalities such as the 2-D Gaussian filter, difference of Gaussian, edge checks, and local maxima checks. In our system, three octaves and six scales of scale space are adopted in the KD to achieve good scale invariance. The KD contains three key-point processors and each processor has 18 Gaussian filters to speed up the 2-D Gaussian operations. The FD contains two sub-modules: the orientation computation (OC) module and the descriptor calculation (DC) engine. The OC first computes the gradient orientation and magnitude for each pixel located in the 16 16 region around the detected key-point. Next, for each region, the OC calculates the major orientation by constructing a 36-bin orientation histogram and adding each pixel in the search region to a histogram bin according to its weighted gradient magnitude. The computation results of orientations and magnitudes for pixels in the region are also sent to the DC for 128-D SIFT descriptor generation. Within the 16 16 region around the key-point, 16 8-bin orientation histograms are constructed to store the orientations and magnitudes of pixels located in each 4 4 sub-region.
However, the calculation of the magnitude and orientation for a pixel require the arctangent and square root operations that are complex and would significantly increase the hardware costs of the OC. In order to reduce the area of the calculations, we utilize two lookup tables that contain the trigonometric and square root values to alleviate the complex computations. In this way, the processing time of arctangent and square root calculations are accelerated by three times while the area of the OC is reduced by 11% compared to a general arithmetic logic unit (ALU). In addition, the DC has the capability to compute two features in parallel with sharing arithmetic calculations such as the arctangent, division, square root, and sine operations. Overall, the processing time for generating one feature by the FE is 110.9 us at 200 MHz operating frequency. Due to the repeated multiplication and division in the FE, it generally requires high power consumption. In this work, we try to reduce the power consumption of the FE and accelerate the processing of recognition by performing the FE only once every 30 frames. The other 29 frames are classified in the coarse-grained object tracking stage where only ROIs containing the information of the target objects need to be processed by the FE. For the case of tracking five ROIs in parallel, the power consumption of the FE can be reduced by 77.3% compared to the full-frame feature extraction.
B. Feature Matching Processor
The FMP is responsible for feature-level matching in the fine-grained object recognition stage. Feature-level matching is performed once every 30 frames. For each feature extracted from the first frame of every 30 frames, the FMP searches through all the features stored in the database for its nearest neighbor in Euclidean space. However, the computation of the nearest neighbor searching is very time-consuming in a database containing millions of features. According to the software simulation result for a brute force searching, it costs around 0.7 s for an input feature to find the nearest neighbor in a database that contains 91 K features. To accelerate the feature matching stage, tree-structured algorithms such as the KD-tree [18] are widely adopted to speed up the feature matching stage in traditional recognition approaches. Unfortunately, tree-structured approaches do not show significant performance improvements compared to brute force searching when the dimensions of the feature descriptor are more than 20. Reference [19] indicates that hash-based searching can process high-dimensional features more efficiently than tree-structured searching. Motivated by this, we design a locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) [20] based FMP to reduce the searching time for 128-D SIFT feature matching. The basic idea behind the LSH algorithm is to hash the input features by considering their spatial relationships in Euclidean space so that there is a high probability that similar features will be mapped to the same bucket or to a neighboring bucket. In this way, feature-level matching is simplified to a search through the hash table for a small set of features in just a few buckets. Compared with nearly 91 K comparisons for one input feature to find its nearest neighbor using the brute force method and the searching approach using the KD-tree, the comparisons for one feature in the LSH algorithm can be significantly reduced to only 301 times on average according to our experiment result.
Despite of the efficiency of the hash-based searching method, a large amount of memory is required to construct the hash tables. This is because a large memory space for the bucket for each hash index needs to be allocated in advance just in case a large number of features are mapped to the same bucket. From our experiments, we have found that a mere 10% of the memory space allocated for the hash tables is utilized. In this paper, a new dynamic hash table allocation mechanism is proposed to reduce this unnecessary memory allocation. Fig. 8 depicts the proposed hash structure, which is composed of the bucket index (BI) and the dynamic table (DT). The BI consists of a 6-bit bucket length that indicates the number of features stored in the corresponding bucket in the DT, and a 10-bit address, which reveals the starting address of this bucket in the DT. A bucket is composed of a linked list of slots. In the DT, each slot has N feature indexes and one address pointer that links to the next slot in the DT. Fig. 9 illustrates the detailed architecture of the proposed hash-based searching mechanism. In the proposed system, three hash tables are constructed to increase the versatility of the hashbased searching mechanism. More hash tables would increase the matching accuracy by involving different sets of feature to be matched. The hash function (HF) engine is adopted to map each feature stored in the database to the corresponding bucket in the DT. The hash processing element (HPE) helps to check whether there is enough space in the current slot when inserting new data. The hash memory controller (HMC) assists in memory allocation and management of the DT. Through dynamically allocating the bucket memory, the table utilization rate is increased to more than 60%, which is six times larger than the original hash table structure. For each DT, two HPE are utilized in order to process two features in parallel. When feature matching is performed, the local processing element (LPE) is responsible for searching in the database for the nearest neighbor of a feature by collecting similar features from the DT and sending the results to the global processing element (GPE). The GPE removes identical features collected from different hash tables to avoid redundant comparisons. In addition, in order to reduce redundant fetching of the same feature from the external memory, a 64-address two-way set-associative cache is adopted in the FMP. A 52% reduction of redundant feature fetching is achieved due to the cache mechanism. Fig. 10 depicts the detailed architecture of the HCD. The HCD consists of the CMS, AT, and OVP modules. The HCD aims to assist the proposed system in achieving a high recognition rate even when faced with a challenging environment, such as that caused by severe camera shake or dramatic object viewpoint changes. To the best of our knowledge, state-of-the-art recognition systems have not been designed to cope with these real challenges. The HCD is the first proposed preprocessing module dedicated to a wearable visual recognition system.
C. Human-Centered Design Module
As mentioned in Section II-A, to overcome the camera shake problem, the basic design concept of the CMS is to maintain the tracking accuracy by gathering statistics describing the global movement of the camera between frames. In this way, the AT can utilize the global motion information to accurately extract the motion of individual objects. In order to achieve this goal, the CMS calculates the global camera motion for each frame by computing the displacements of features that have been matched in two consecutive frames. We refer to the displacement of a feature between two frames as the feature motion vector. The CMS uses a statistical method to estimate the orientation and magnitude of the global camera motion between two consecutive frames from all the corresponding feature motion vectors. Note that as the camera moves continuously, new features are added and old features are removed from the list of existing features that appear in the video stream. Previous studies [21] indicated that a better estimate of the global motion can be obtained by analyzing features that have been continuously detected in the video stream for a reasonably period of time. Thus, the confidence index is adopted to represent the weighting of a feature. The longer the feature exists in the video stream, the higher the value of its confidence index will be. To implement this concept, every feature is assigned a unique 4-bit confidence weighting index. In the CMS, 128 parallel vector processing elements (VPE) are designed to update the value of the confidence index for each feature and compute its weighted feature motions. The following is a seven-level accumulator handles the weighting of the feature motions used for the global motion calculation. In this way, a maximum of 128 features can be analyzed concurrently to determine the global camera motion. Immediate results for the 128 VPEs can be obtained after eight cycles. The processing of the global camera motion runs in a pipeline manner and requires only 16 cycles when 1024 features are analyzed.
The AT is employed to generate the ROIs of the target objects. In the fine-grained object recognition stage, the AT executes the GHT algorithm to initialize the ROI for each recognized object. During this stage, the basic concept of the AT is to cluster the matched features that correspond to the same object poses for each video frame. Each matched feature in the video frame has to vote to one pose of an object that is stored in the database. The object pose is determined on the basis of the differences between the scale, rotation, and x and y coordinates of the two matching features. These four parameters contain "4-D invariance information." To execute the complex voting mechanism of the GHT algorithm, eight parallel processors are used and each processor has one scale calculator (SC) and four hough-table voting (HV) processors. Firstly, the SC calculates the scale difference between the two matching features. Eight matching pairs can be processed in parallel. Next, the HV is responsible for the voting process for each matching pair of features according to their 4-D invariance information. During the coarse-grained object tracking stage, the AT is responsible for computing the individual object movements and predicting the possible positions of the ROIs in the next frame. A predicted accumulator that estimates the possible positions of new ROIs by analyzing the previous ROI movements and the global camera motion is implemented in the AT.
To overcome the difficulties caused by dramatic object viewpoint changes, the main idea of the OVP is to predict the possible object pose that may appear in the next frame and provide multiple potential poses of the objects in order to enhance the matching performance. In the OVP, the viewpoint estimation engine is firstly executed to generate the viewpoint parameters. These parameters are inferred from information about the global camera motion and the individual object motions obtained during previous stages. Next, five parallel transformation matrix generators concurrently synthesize five object poses with multiple viewpoints. Each transformation matrix generator is designed as a SIMD processing element to exploit pixel-level parallelism. The maximal range of the synthesized viewpoint is 160 (80 for each side). The following stage is the FE performed for SIFT feature extraction.
D. Visual Vocabulary Processor
To accelerate the speed of object matching to enable real-time processing, a highly parallel architecture, i.e., the VVP, is employed in the SoC. The basic design concept of the VVP is to use BoW object-level matching and utilize the hierarchical memory and parallel structures to reduce the large memory accessing requirements during the matching stage. The detailed architecture is shown in Fig. 11 . The VVP contains three parts: the hierarchical memory (HM), the binary-tree-based classifier (BTB), and an object histogram comparator (OHC). The BTB is responsible for classifying each 128-D input feature into a leaf node in the binary tree. The OHC generates a histogram for the detected object by accumulating the classification results from the BTB. Finally, an object histogram comparison is performed for object matching. The HM stores the visual words contained in the vocabulary tree. In this work, the vocabulary tree is built as a six-level binary tree with 126 words in total. In the training phase, 91 K features are used to train the binary tree before using the VVP for object detection. The 64 leaf nodes of the binary tree divide the 128-D feature space into 64 non-overlapping partitions. The HM has six banks of memories to offer tree-node information to the BTB to enable the determination of the word that is closest to the input vector. Fig. 11 shows the six-stage architecture of the BTB, and the detailed architecture of each stage is depicted in Fig. 12 . There are two distance processors in every stage of the BTB. Each of them contains 16 square-of-a-difference (SD) calculators and a tree-like adder for parallel computations of Euclidean distances. The distance processors are connected to their corresponding banks in the HM. The six-stage architecture of the BTB requires only eight cycles to process a 128-D feature with a 16 dimensions/cycle throughput. Compared with the conventional feature-level matching method that costs bandwidth of 4.9 GB/s, the VVP only consumes 154 MB/s on average, achieving 97% of memory bandwidth reduction.
An example of the word visiting process in the six-level binary tree is shown in Fig. 13 . First, the SD calculators in the first stage of the BTB compute the Euclidean distance between the input feature and Word 1-0 and the Euclidean distance between the input feature and Word 1-1. Both Word 1-0 and Word 1-1 are stored in the first bank of the HM. The result in Fig. 13 shows that Word 1-1 is closer in feature space to the input feature than Word 1-0. The input feature is then sent to the second stage of the BTB. Similarly, the SD calculators in the second stage of the BTB compute the distance between the input feature and the corresponding words: Word 2-2 and Word 2-3. Because Word 2-2 is nearer to the input feature than Word 2-3, the input feature is sent to the third stage of the BTB, and the distances between it and the corresponding words are computed by accessing the HM. The same procedure repeats until six stages are complete, and the input feature is finally classified into Word 6-38, which is the leaf level of the binary tree. Next, the OHC records the classified result by increasing the value of the bin in the object histogram that corresponds to Word 6-38. After processing all the features in the ROI of the detected object, the generated object histogram vector is compared with all of the object histograms stored in the database. Based on this BoW object matching concept, the whole matching process can be handled at the object level. Instead of matching thousands of features of two objects in traditional matching methods, only one operation of matching histograms is required when comparing two objects with the BoW method.
IV. CHIP IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
A. Chip Implementation
A prototype chip for the proposed recognition SoC is fabricated by TSMC with a 65 nm 1P9M process. Table I lists the detailed chip features and specifications, and a chip micrograph is shown in Fig. 14 
B. Chip Comparison
Table II summarizes the comparison between the proposed system and previous recognition systems [6] , [10] . From an applied perspective, the previous works did not address the issues of degraded accuracy resulting from frequent camera motions and dramatic object viewpoint changes. Our system aims to solve these problems, which are often present in the real world. Our method supports 160 object viewpoint invariance, and maintains high recognition accuracy even in challenging environments.
From an efficiency perspective, in [6] , the processing time during the feature matching stage is at least 3 M cycles for 256 features. This processing speed of the matching stage is unable to handle real-time full HD video processing, where at least thousands of features need to be extracted. In our system, the proposed VVP greatly contributes to speeding up the processing time of the matching stage by advancing matching from the feature-level to the object-level. The VVP performs object matching with only one histogram comparison that costs nine cycles (eight cycles to form the object histogram and one cycle for the object comparison). As a result, our system has the ability to process full HD videos at 30 fps, compared to previous works, which could only handle real-time VGA resolution videos. As mentioned in Section I, compared to VGA recognition processing, full HD detection can greatly enhance the recognition accuracy when detecting distant objects, which is a basic requirement for outdoor recognition activities.
From a power consumption perspective, our system outperforms previous works. The comparison for power efficiency is shown in Fig. 15 . Note that the technology is scaled from a 0.13 m process to a 65 nm process. Based on the adopted object-level matching via the VVP, a 97% reduction of memory bandwidth in the matching stage is achieved. Thus, the average power efficiency of the proposed work reaches 1.18 TOPS/W, which is much better than that reported in previous works. From a cost perspective, our system achieves an area efficiency of 25.9 GOPS/mm , which is also superior to previous works. Fig. 16 presents an overall system comparison. As shown in this figure, the proposed system outperforms the existing systems in both functionality and efficiency.
C. Evaluation
For chip-level verification, the Agilent 93000 mixed-signal SoC test system is used for chip testing. The maximum measured frequency is 200 MHz, which is sufficient for processing the specified targets. In our work, eight 1920 1080 videos are tested to evaluate the robustness of the proposed system. These testing sequences are recorded from a video camera which was mounted on a user's head to simulate the real user experiences, including navigating in various indoor and outdoor places. Four videos are recorded in outdoor environments, which are referred to as "street," "road," "campus," and "corridor." The other videos are recorded in indoor environments. These indoor environments are referred to as "supermarket", "laboratory", "living room," and "library." Fig. 17 shows the testing system, fabricated chip and the SHMOO plot. In general, multi-object tracking costs more computational power due to more features that need to be extracted. Since the ROI size of an object may change according to the distance between the object and the user, the number of features extracted from the object ROI is not fixed in a testing sequence, thereby we firstly tested the maximal number of object ROIs that the system can process in parallel. According to the evaluation results, our system can support up to five object tracking in real-time performance. In outdoor environments, the target objects are basic things such as traffic lights, cars, and logo signs. As to indoor environments, soda bottles, magazines, furniture, cups and computer peripherals that are present in the videos are chosen as the target objects.
First, we tested the reliability of the chip in terms of the recognition rate. For each video, three object ROIs that are present in 90% of video frames in the sequence are set as the target objects. The average recognition rate is 94%. According to the testing results, the accuracy depends on the scene of the video input. Among the eight sequences, the video "street" achieved the best recognition rate (98%). This is because the traffic lights and logo signs have clear corners, which are features that are easily discriminated and extracted by the system. In addition, the scene background of the video "street" is not complex. The video "supermarket" resulted in the lowest recognition rate (89%). This is because the targets objects, which were several specific brands of soda bottles with textural logos attached, appear beside many other brands of bottles that are also tagged with landmarks or logos of a complex texture. When dealing with videos containing textural content, especially in situations where many similar things are placed together, more features are extracted and these features are close to each other in Euclidean space. This situation would result in the degradation of the recognition performance.
Second, we tested the relationship between the recognition performance and the number of object ROIs. For each sequence, three ROIs and five ROIs of object tracking are tested separately. According to the evaluation results, we cannot see that the number of ROI has significant impact on the recognition accuracy. The difference of the average recognition rate between tracking for three ROIs and five ROIs is less than 0.9%. This is because at least hundreds of features can be extracted from the ROI in a full HD resolution image rather than only few features could be found in the ROI of an image with low resolution. This ensures the stability of the object histograms of the target objects generated by the VVP. As a result, the matching performance is still reliable with respect to the increased number of ROIs. Meanwhile, in the fine-grained object recognition stage, the proposed system executes the GHT algorithm that can help to filter true matching pairs of features. In this way, the proposed system can achieve in both high recognition rate and precision. Lastly, we observed that the scene contains complex background or textural content also resulted in higher power consumption. The video "supermarket" achieved the maximal power of 74.88 mW among the eight sequences when tracking five ROIs in parallel at 200 MHz. This is because 95% of the content of the video are beverage bottles attached with textural logos. The textural content and complex background that increase on average 21% of the number of extracted features for one frame in the video than those of other videos.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a 1920 1080 160 object viewpoint recognition SoC is proposed to achieve highly accurate object recognition with low power consumption that is suitable for wearable vision applications. Our contribution can be summarized as follows. First, our system supports full HD resolution video at 30 fps for long-distance object recognition in outdoor environments. The accuracy of the detection of an object 50 m away is greatly enhanced from the 29% that is achievable with VGA resolution video input to 95% by using full HD resolution video sequences. Second, the HCD mechanism consisting of CMS and OVP modules provides reliability and stability for the proposed system in challenging environments. To avoid degrading the recognition rate during periods of severe camera shake, the CMS estimates the global camera motion to maintain accurate object tracking. With the prediction of multiple object viewpoints, the OVP achieves a recognition accuracy of 94% on average even during dramatic changes in the object viewpoint. Last, a VVP is employed to advance the matching stage from feature-level to object-level. The adopted objectlevel BoW matching and the massively parallel architecture of the VVP contribute to a 97% reduction in the memory bandwidth required for the matching stage. This innovation solves the bottleneck problem of traditional object recognition systems. The visual recognition SoC is realized on a 6.38 mm die with 65 nm CMOS technology. Only 52 mW of power is dissipated and a power efficiency of 1.18 TOPS/W and an area efficiency of 25.9 GOPS/W are achieved. Validation results demonstrate that our system achieves high accuracy and efficiency. To summarize, the high tolerance of the system to camera shake and changes in object viewpoints provided from the HCD and the low power consumption achieved by the VVP make the proposed system suitable for wearable visual applications. Her current research interests include intelligent visual recognition, semantic video analysis, machine learning, and human-computer interaction. She also majors in VLSI architecture design and system-onchip design. In 2010, he was a foreign joint researcher with the Graduate School of Information Science, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan. He is currently a postdoctoral researcher with the VLSI Design and Education Center (VDEC), the University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan. His research interests include multimedia content analysis, computer vision, pattern recognition, machine learning, and associated VLSI architectures.
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